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Abstract: - Polysemy, when a single term has multiple meanings, and synonymy, when multiple terms have the same meaning, are common phenomena in linguistics as well as in scientific knowledge. In ontology engineering, it is vital to detect the synonyms annotations and the multiple inheritances because of polysemy. The persistence of these issues in the semantic description of a knowledge domain causes problematic interoperability and data processing. The disambiguation of the entities, properties and relationships sense in a semantic web ontology significantly improves linked data generation and information retrieval. We explore the synonymy and polysemy in the setting of a cardiology terminology generated from textbooks on the basis of field coverage, professionals’ associations’ recommendations and bibliometrics, for the building of a cardiologic ontology. From 56,134 terms collected we found that 67.7\% were unique. The indexed terms included single words, compound words and multi-word expressions. The frequency of their appearances in the combined master index was calculated and used as a marker of their significance. To cope with the linguistic polysemy and synonymy of terms, we examined them in WordNet, MeSH and BioPortal, as well as by latent semantic analysis (LSA) through singular value decomposition (SVD). Through these approaches we managed to identify and decipher semantic associations and relationships between the terms. We proposed a roadmap for ontology building from scratch by utilizing intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge resources and reuse of metadata. We anticipate that this approach is applicable in ontology engineering of different knowledge domains for relationships setting and linked data contextualization.
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1 Introduction

To make the most of the web documents, semantic representation is necessary. Semantic web is based upon ontologies and plenty of them have been developed in the past 20 years [1]. Capture source web metadata, the success of ontology building, is strongly linked to the understanding of the knowledge domain described. The definition of entities, the classes, the properties, the function terms and the individuals, as well as the syntax of expression of restrictions, and the axioms logical rules is a complex, multi stage, repetitive and continuously evolving progress. Therefore, the building of new ontologies upon a clean corpus of terms is important for both research and practical reasons.

We recently described the process of selection and formation of cardiological terms to develop an ontology [2]. Cardiology was selected because cardiovascular diseases represent the top non-communicable disease epidemic worldwide, with increasing numbers in morbidity and mortality despite the progress of modern medicine and pharmacology [3]. Previously several similar efforts have been described such as the Cardiovascular Research Grid (CVRG) [3, 4], the representation of heart development in the gene ontology [5], the circulatory system ontology based on ICD-11 and
SNOMED CT [6], and the implantable electronic devices recordings ontology [7]. The predominant challenge for the cardiology field remains the accurate representation of the multiplex interplay between clinical, physiological, pathological, pharmaceutical and biological entities. To accurately represent this knowledge domain by collecting all the necessary entities for this task we applied bibliographic reasoning to extract them from cardiology related textbooks according to their frequency of appearances [2]. The meaning of terms should be accurately defined to support relationships and reasoning.

In this work, we propose a roadmap for the building of the basal terminology and relationships scheme to build a novel ontology, describing a scientific knowledge domain. We anticipate that the disambiguation of terms will significantly facilitate computer reasoning.

2 Problem Formulation

In biomedicine multi-words expressions (MWEs) are used to describe exact anatomic locations, physiological conditions, biological molecular entities and mechanisms with such accuracy to allow one-to-one correlations or hierarchical relationships. For instance, “heart failure” a well described clinical condition with unique MeSH ID changes meanings with the introduction of a single word in the multi-word expression of the term (Fig.1). The term becomes more specific into expressing clinical conditions, speed of progression, aetiology of disease or a specific anatomical entity. While the “heart failure” paradigm could be straightforwardly represented and resolved with “is a kind of” relationships, linguistic hypernyms, hyponyms and co-hyponyms, other cases are far more complicated. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition.

While the “heart failure” paradigm could be straightforwardly represented and resolved with “is a kind of” relationships, linguistic hypernyms, hyponyms and co-hyponyms, other cases are far more complicated. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. But in the setting of despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition. The “broken heart” term represents such a complex case with different meanings in different settings. The “broken heart” is commonly defined as devastating sorrow and despair, a feeling rather than a pathological cardiology condition.

In this work, we propose a roadmap for the building of the basal terminology and relationships scheme to build a novel ontology, describing a scientific knowledge domain. We anticipate that the disambiguation of terms will significantly facilitate computer reasoning.

3 Problem Solution

The cardiology knowledge domain was explored in the setting of the terms indexed in a well-defined collection of scientific textbooks describing this field. Briefly, twenty-five textbooks were selected according to the degree of field coverage, the recommendations and guidelines of cardiology professionals’ societies, and their popularity [2]. The textbooks were thematically categorized into general cardiology, pathology physiology and molecular biology ones. The broad thematic specialization of textbooks was necessary to ensure the widest coverage of cardiology field aspects.

3.1 Selection of terms

The index of each textbook was recovered as a set of terms $A_i = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_n\}$, whereas $i$ is the serial number of textbook, between 1 and 25, and $a$ are the terms. Single words and MWEs were included in the indexed terms. The terms were extracted from each book in text format (TXT) and transformed into comma-separated values (CSV) files. The terms should be recorded, evaluated and incorporated in this ontology to achieve the desirable level of interoperability with other ontologies in the Linked Data ecosystem.

To resolve this, we utilized bibliographic and linguistic methods to decipher semantic relationships in cardiology to represent: (a) clinical (anatomical, physiological and pathological), (b) biological (genes and proteins), and (c) therapeutic (interventions, drugs and devices) modalities. The criterion of the selection of the terms included in the analysis was the frequency of their appearances in cardiology textbooks and their kinship relationships from linguistic and biomedical perspectives. The kinship relationships of terms were explored in three settings: (a) when a term has multiple meanings (polysemy), (b) when multiple terms have the same meaning (synonymy), and (c) when different terms expressed in multi-word expressions (MWEs), analyzed into words, share one or more words in common.

Fig.1 Heart failure as a paradigm of specialization of meaning by introducing a word in multi-word expression terms.
were alphabetically sorted in the ascending order in a single column as a list. These lists were subsequently merged into a new file in a single column without removing duplications. This new list (master index) was sorted alphabetically in the ascending order. This set $A = (a_{t1}, a_{t2}, a_{t3}, \ldots, a_{t56134})$, whereas $t$ is a term, was analyzed for the frequency of appearances of each term according to the logical function counter, if $ati = ati-1$ then add 1 to the term frequency counter unless $ati \neq ati-1$, a condition that terminates the counter and restarts the operation. A new list of terms was generated after the elimination of duplicates as $B = (t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots, t_{18128})$ accompanied by their reciprocal counters list in a different column $C = (t_{c1}, t_{c2}, t_{c3}, \ldots, t_{c18128})$, whereas $t_{ci}$ represent the counter of appearances of the term $ti$ in the textbook indices, in a two column formatted table (Fig.2, top left).

The items were arranged in descending order from highest to lowest arithmetic value of the counter of term appearances. We found that the top ten referenced terms in the cardiological textbooks were the anatomical adjective term “ventricular” with 481 appearances, the anatomical term “pulmonary venous” with 338, the treatment noun “management” with 287, the noun and adjective clinical condition “hypertensive” with 234, the diagnostic noun term “electrocardiography” with 229, the general medical noun term “pathophysiology” with 228, the diagnostic noun term “echocardiography” with 223, the medical adjective term “diagnostic” with 215, the medical “treatment with” with 212, noun “cardiomyoplasty” with 204 appearances.

A total of 11786 out of the 18128 unique terms, 65% of the unique terms, appeared only once in the cardiological textbook indices tested, 2590 terms, 14.3%, appeared twice, 1130 terms, 6.2%, appeared thrice, 609 terms, 3.4%, four times, 378 terms, 2.1%, five times, 266 terms, 1.4%, six times, 190 terms, 1.0%, seven times, 159 terms, 0.9%, eight times, 129 terms, 0.7%, nine times, and 98 terms, 0.5%, ten times.

The number of terms versus the number of their appearances in indices exhibits best fit with log-log regression model following the equation:

$$\int a x^\beta \, dx = \frac{ax^{\beta+1}}{\beta+1} + C$$

(3)

By calculating the definite integral of the function (3) for the $h$-index we found that it represents 70% of the total area under the curve of terms vs their appearances. Thus, it could be postulated that this set of unique terms may sufficiently describe this knowledge field.

### 3.2 Analysis of indexed terms in words

The analysis performed allowed the formation of a clean list of terms that can be used for the development of a cardiological ontology. To cope with the linguistic and semantic phenomena of term definition, polysemy and synonymy, we explored the terms into three external resources WordNet, MeSH and BioPortal (Fig.2, middle).

WordNet, a Princeton University initiative, was selected as a comprehensive English linguistic tool, with a lexical database including nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs organized into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets). WordNet interlinks both word forms as well as specific senses of words by identify the meaning of the queries [9]. Looking for the top 500 terms identified in the master index results into a multicolumn table with the information on the type of word, the number of its senses, and its kinship relationships, in specific coordinate terms, hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms, and antonyms. MIT Media Lab ConceptNet could be considered as an alternative in capturing senses of concepts and relationships, however it is not a linguistic tool and it lacks of specific scientific terms. ConceptNet may be used for common terms but such terms are out of the scope of this analysis.

MeSH, the National Library of Medicine Medical Subject Headings thesaurus, browser was
used the standard biomedical terminology. Browsing for the top terms in appearances identified led to the formation of a separate table with unique identifiers, including RDF unique identifier for ontology building, synonyms, tree structures, treetops and preferred concept name [10]. To the best to our knowledge it is the most comprehensive controlled medical vocabulary in English language.

BioPortal, the predominant library of biomedical ontologies, annotator was used to retrieve annotations of each top identified term in biomedical ontologies and collect classes, ontologies, context and matches results [11]. Currently there is no alternative collection of biomedical datasets other than BioPortal.

The collected evidence from the analyses of top terms in external resources was used in matching, relevance checking and classification of them and ultimately into the rebuilding of the terms list by using preferred terms instead of synonyms (Fig.2, bottom and middle).

To cope with MWEs we added a second level in the analysis of the indexed terms (Fig.2, top right) as follows. The indexed terms were split into words with MS Excel split text to columns data tool to the depth of a maximum of ten words. The resulted columns were collected, copied and pasted, and merged into a single column resulting by eliminating the blanks in a list of 144815 single words with repeats. This table E = (aw1, aw2, ..., aw144815), whereas aw stands for the words was further analyzed as afore mentioned for the terms of the master index with repeats. Briefly, The words were alphabetically sorted in the ascending order in a single column as a list. The frequency of appearances of each word was calculated utilizing the logical function counter, if awi = awi-1 then add 1 to the word frequency counter unless awi ≠ awi-1, a condition that terminates the counter and restarts the operation. A new list of words was generated after the elimination of duplicates as G = (w1, w2, w3, ..., w16516) accompanied by their reciprocal counters list in a different column K = (w_k1, w_k2, w_k3, ..., w_k16516), whereas w_ki represents the counter of appearances of the word wi in the master word index list.

The items were arranged in descending order from highest to lowest arithmetic value of the counter of word appearances. We found that 8269 of the 16416 single words, 50.1% of the total, were mentioned only once in the index, while 2663 words, 16.1%, twice, 1277 words, 7.7%, thrice. The top ten referenced words in the index were “heart” with 1412 appearances, “ventricular” with 1311, “cardiac” with 1237, “disease” with 787, “pulmonary” with 746, “atrial” with 714, “aortic” with 704, “coronary” with 667, “myocardial” with 648 and “risk” with 552 appearances. By ranking, regression and duplicate word elimination a clean words index list was generated. textbook indices, in a two column formatted table (Fig.2, top left).

The unique single words of this table were further explored in the external resources tested, WordNet, MeSH and BioPortal as performed for the terms. The collected information from the analyses of top single words from the external resources was used in matching, relevance checking and classification of them and ultimately into the rebuilding of the terms through the evaluation of terms relationships after crosscheck unique single words with unique MWEs by latent semantic analysis (LSA) examination.

For the LSA analysis we utilized the singular-value decomposition technique [12] and the code for a matrix (word x context) analysis previously described [13] (Fig.2, middle centre). As we see the terms were split into words, in other terms decomposed into a set of 10 vectors. In our approach the MWEs decomposed terms were used instead of documents to identify relevance or exact match with the single words. In specific the top 500 words of the G = (w1, w2, w3, ..., w16516) list was cross examined with the top 500 terms from the B = (t1, t2, t3, ..., t18128) list in a wi x tj (word x context) fashion. The frequency, fij, was calculated in matrix according to the presence or not of wi word in the tj term. These frequencies were transformed to the first order association of a word and term: 

\[
\log{\left(\frac{f_{i,j}+1}{\sum_{i}\sum_{j}\left(f_{i,j}\cdot\log{\left(\sum_{i}\sum_{j}f_{i,j}\right)}}\right)}\right)} \tag{4}
\]

We found that 38,005 terms mentioned only once in the master index, 11,786 terms twice, 2,590 trice, whilst five terms appeared more than 350 times.

The matrix was then analyzed by singular value decomposition \([ij] = [ik] [kk] [jk]’\) where \([ij]\) the occurrence matrix, \([iki]\) and \([jk]\) orthonormal columns, \([kk]\) the diagonal matrix of singular value where k≤max(i,j). Only the largest singular values dimensions are retained. Each word is represented as a vector of length dimensions. Herein, because the terms could be decomposed into a limited number of dimensions depth the analysis presents limitations. However, it was suggested as the closer applicable solution to examine MWEs similarity of meaning in our dataset in detail by overcoming the two major issues of polysemy and synonymy for information retrieval [13]. The length of vectors was
used as a measure of these similarities between different MWE terms. By compare them against single words we identified relationships between terms automatically.

4 Conclusion
The accurate representation of a scientific knowledge domain by ontology depends on the inclusion of the necessary and sufficient terms describing it, as well as by defining their meaning and relationships. No matter how many terms have been included in such a highly specialized ontology the problem of the exact definition of them is critical for the publisher to set relationships, restrictions and rules for reasoning. However, this work is challenging because of linguistic or scientific polysemy and synonymy.

We proposed a five step approach to build a vocabulary and relationship structure for an ontology (Fig.2). Firstly, the publisher should define a system resources dataset, in this case a textbook collection, that sufficiently describe the field. This material was used to extract the keyword terms, including relationship terms, in a master index, whereas each term could be represented multiple times. The number of appearances of each term in the textbooks could be used as a marker of each critical importance in the building of an ontology describing this field.

Therefore, in the second step, first level of analysis, the terms were ranked according to their appearances, followed by regression and elimination of duplicates. Since, MWEs are in the list of terms, it is necessary to add a second level of analysis within the second step. This level is based in term decomposition by split MWEs in single words. This analysis adds several dimensions for each term and generates a new index of singular words with repeats. Then again the number of appearances of a single word could be used as a marker of its significance in the description of the field. As we can see this analysis produces a different ranking of single words-terms when compared to MWE-terms generated ranking. Ultimately, the second step of analysis produces two lists, one of clean terms and one of clean words.

The third step of the analysis is the question of terms and words meaning explored in three levels of information retrieval external resources, covering the linguistic expressions, the knowledge filed thesaurus scientific expressions and the already published linked data expressions. Through searching, matching, relevance and classification, the third step provides to the publisher the information of meaning and relationships of MWEs and single words. This step also provides evidence on polysemy and synonymy through the comparison, matching and relevance but it depends on author manual reasoning.

To cope with polysemy and synonymy automatically we proposed a forth step, the LSA analysis where single words are explored against MWEs contexts to identify relationships. This approach has the limitation of the limited depth of MWEs decomposition in multiple dimensions because of their relative short number of words. However, although not tested in this setting because of limitations in computing power, LSA could be suggested for the analysis of words against the definitions extracted from the third step of the analysis which allows significantly higher degree of dimensions.

Finally, The outcomes of the third and forth step provide the material to the ontology publisher to reevaluate and rebuild the ontology by keeping revisiting or introduce terms, relationships, restrictions and rules. The combination of two resources of information for the publisher, an intrinsic, selected, designed and build by him according to his view and understanding of the scientific field, together with independent by him extrinsic resources, covering different aspects of information, general linguistic, specialized scientific and other ontologies satisfies unbiased analysis of the domain. The experience of the filed professionals is also incorporating through this approach. The general linguistic searching and matching provides important information on parent and child terms relationships, while the grammatical form type of words provide the means for natural language processing. A majority of adjectives as single words was observed in our dataset which are commonly used to specify the meaning of a noun term, clinical, biological or pharmacological, in a MWE, by an anatomical location, developmental stage, molecular pathway or chemical modification manner. Future studies will explore the network relationships between MWEs and single words as critical parts of the ontology building components.

The mathematical description of terms as a function of their repeats and of words as a function of their appearances as well as dimensions in LSA of MWEs allow the determination of the best-fitted selection of terms and relationships in an ontology. The proposed roadmap for the development of a novel ontology from scratch on the basis of intrinsic resources, such as textbooks, and extrinsic resources, both linguistic and scientific, for the formation of a terms list, descriptive items and
relationships, which could be updated and reevaluated continuously, is applicable in different information settings and knowledge domains and therefore is of additive value for ontology building, linked data contextualization and information science.
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